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One Vietnam Summit, Many Vested Interests
The second summit between President Trump and Kim Jong-un of North
Korea ended abruptly without any significant progress. Once again,
President Trump broke another traditional protocol of holding high-level
meetings where the critical issue of the summit premeditated via back
channels. The markets immediately reacted negatively, which was the
real surprise, given that there were no discernible investor expectations
built into the event. It is more likely that the extreme market reaction was
primary based on investors using the event as an excuse to take profit
after a strong market rally since the beginning of January.
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It appears that Kim has no intentions of yielding to US demand for CVID
(complete, verifiable, irreversible dismantlement) of its nuclear arsenal for
any price or circumstances. To add more to the context, the past
experience of Ukraine could be used; during its secession from the Soviet
Union where it peacefully gave up its nuclear weapons which at the time
was more than the combined atomic weapons of the UK, China, and
France. In exchange, Ukraine was promised economic prosperity backed
by the US and its allies. Even Russia at the time pledged its support for
Ukraine and its sovereignty if Ukraine turned the weapons over under the
Lisbon Protocol. Two decades later, Ukraine no longer enjoys the peace
dividends of that action and now live under constant threat of President
Putin and rising nationalism from Russia.
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One Vietnam Summit, Many Vested Interests (Cont.)
President Trump’s promise of lasting riches in return for CVID resembles
the one proposed to Ukraine. This time the pledge is led a US president who
serially changes his mind on most critical global issues. For Kim Jong-un,
Ukraine’s history is profound, given his tender age of 35, and he stands to
live many decades beyond the life expectancy of Trump or any other
leaders who are promising him the regime guarantee. In our view, Kim is on
a long-term endgame of campaigning to the world that his regime does not
pose a threat and he deserves to keep his nuclear weapons. Via his
gradualist approach, Kim is embarking on a long-term plan to get the world
community to feel comfortable with nuclearized North Korea. Just within the
past 12 months, Kim has achieved significant progress on making the world
feel safer by not only ceasing its missile and nuclear tests but personally
going on a charm campaign minus his menacing frown.

Although North Korean matter is taken in isolation from other global issues,
it is believed that the recent North Korea-related situation has ramifications
for the current trade war between the US and China, South Korean president
Moon’s legacy and even Japan’s growing desire for ending pacifism.
Therefore, after the Vietnam summit, it is an opportune time to review the
potential impact on several vested parties whose positioning has changed
notably for better or worse.

A Worrying Trend for President Moon
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By overtly expressing his good intentions to the world, Kim is embarking on
a “divide and conquer” strategy, appealing to the individual nations that
previously formed the united front against dictator-led nations like North
Korea. For decades North Korea struggled against the economic sanctions
imposed by the US and its globalized community. Now with multilateral
organizations and agreements replaced by a series of bilateral agreements,
Kim could take advantage of the opportunities to break down the united
front. To prove that point, recently it was announced that Kim Jung-un plans
to visit Russia for the first time.
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In the Eyes of Trump Critics
Back in Singapore, Trump surprised the world with his generous stance
on North Korea, symbolized by agreeing to cease joint military exercise
between the US and South Korea. In return, North Korea made artificial
gestures by closing down a (reportedly) obsolete nuclear testing facility
and ceasing nuclear and ICBM testing. Despite Trump claiming huge
breakthrough from Singapore, he was met with intense criticism back
home for playing into the hands of a younger novice on the global stage.

Anti-China Strategy was a Vote-Winning Strategy
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This time, however, with rising pressures from the recently-elected
democratic party, Cohen testimony and falling approvals ratings, Trump
took a sharp turn to a hardline stance. While the gap failed to narrow
between the two parties, Trump at least appeased the critics that he is too
soft on North Korea. However, Trump’s tougher stance received a caveat
the day after the Vietnam summit with Trump stating his commitment to
maintaining the halting of US-South Korea military exercises. We believe
this is a way of keeping his options open with Kim for the future. Rather
than Trump, the US won by winning back some of the lost credibility
during the Singapore summit.
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A Void Promise?

US Trade Sanctions made DPRK More Dependent on China

In the short-term, Kim left Vietnam short-handed as he went into the
meeting with expectations of another win similar to the one he had in
Singapore. His wish for easing or even lifting of economic sanctions for
some artificial measures fell flat with Trump swinging to a hardline stance.
For Kim going forward, Trump’s new approach limits the scope of Kim’s
next move. Now that the US has identified specific nuclear sites that
needed to be addressed, Kim will have to come up with a much more
stronger concession for the talks to get back on track. However, for the
long-term, Kim’s strategy of buying time to wear out the counterparties
remains. He will endeavor to keep promising concessions but giving up its
nuclear weapons (CVID) will never be an option during his lifetime.
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China Resurfacing As the Key Mediator?

DPRK Left Behind its Neighbors

With US-led economic sanctions remaining, North Korea’s thawing
relationship with China has become even more critical. For the past 12
months, the US has declared China as the main culprit in allowing North
Korea the necessities to survive despite the sanctions. Since Trump
agreed to meet directly with Kim rather than rely on the traditional six
nations (US, Russia, China, Japan, South Korea, North Korea) talks,
China has significantly lost its political leverage as the key mediator for
North Korea-related issues. For many decades China was the main
beneficiary of saber-rattling from North Korea, as China was considered
the only nation that had any control over the unpredictable nation. In the
1970s, North Korea enjoyed massive bargaining power with its neighbors
the Soviet Union and China vying for its attention and political allegiance.
However, when the Soviet Union collapsed, North Korea was left with
China as its only ally as it began decades of economic hardship.
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China Resurfacing As the Key Mediator? (Cont.)
North Korea’s overarching strategy has been focused on positioning itself between two superpowers to maximize its bargaining power, this time the US and
China. With “great friendship” with Kim declared by Trump, China lost much of its bargaining power and thus began the unprecedentedly-warm reception
offered by President Xi. With the breakdown in talks, China is inching again to the front of the stage as the gap between the US and North Korea appears
insurmountable. With economic sanctions remaining in place, China’s aid in sustaining North Korean economy is even more critical now. Also, should the
US consider the ultimate last resort of a military strike against North Korea, China is still the deterrent.

Moon on the Brink
President Moon is in the middle of a major decline in approval ratings at
home. With weak job numbers and sinking exports, his only notable
achievement thus far has been the North Korea talks. For the past two
decades, South Korea enjoyed the two-pronged benefits of economic
integration with China and a political alliance with the US. Now with China
rapidly replacing Korean imports with their own and Trump reassessing US
attitude toward South Korea, both benefits are fading fast. The Moon
government has proposed massive plans for investments into North Korea
extending beyond President Moon’s single term. With stalled talks between
the US and North Korea, the window to establish a lasting legacy is running
out.
President Moon is in the middle of a major decline in approval ratings at
home. With weak job numbers and sinking exports, his only notable
achievement thus far has been the North Korea talks. For the past two
decades, South Korea enjoyed the two-pronged benefits of economic
integration with China and a political alliance with the US. Now with China
rapidly replacing Korean imports with their own and Trump reassessing US
attitude toward South Korea, both benefits are fading fast.

The Moon government has proposed massive plans for investments into
North Korea extending beyond President Moon’s single term. With stalled
talks between the US and North Korea, the window to establish a lasting
legacy is running out.
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